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COOPERATIVE GROUP CONDUCTS
FIRE RESEARCH AT LUBRECHT
By Noel Larrivee

ur1 Information Services
MISSOULA-In a summer marked by high forest fire damage and closed forest lands, a small group
of scientists are purposely starting forest fires to determine their positive effects.
Research into the use and effects of prescribed (intentionally initiated) fires was
conducted this summer and is currently underway through the cooperative efforts of University
of f·lontana faculty and students, personnel from the Northern Forest Fire laboratory of the
U.S. Forest Service and i-1 ontana State University staff and students.
Using federal funds appropriatdd through the

~1cintyre-Stennis

Act, the group is

carefully monitoring 32 man-made fires at Lubrecht Experimental Forest to determine fuel
consumption; weather conditions conducive to fire control; effects of fire on the water
shed, and post-fire insect population problems.
Robert W. Steele, UM associate professor of forestry and director of the prescribed
fire project, said the group effort \<Jas the culmination of previous cooperative research
by the three agencies.
"We are using equipment developed by the engineering department at t1SU, applying
information from past studies done by the Forest Service and conducting the test burns on
U~l

land.

The end result, we hope, will be to develop a prescription for the use of fire,"

Steele said.
"Not all fires are bad and in cases where there is an overabundance of fuels, fire
can be a good thing," he added.
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COOPERATIVE GROUP CONDUCTS--2
Although hampered for a portion of the summer by excessively dry weather conditions,
the researchers focused their attention on controlling natural fires started on the 27,000acre forest 30 miles northeast of

~tissoula

befcre resuming the test fires.

On the day of a particular test fire, the scientists would release a

hi~1

altitude

weather balloon (radiosonde) and a small weather rocket to determine specific weather
conditions at different altitudes.

Fuel moisture samples also would be taken prior to,

during and immediately following a burn.

After igniting the one-acre area under study, a

special filming process would recapture the entire sequence for later study.
The benefits of the research will be felt for years to come--as the cooperation between
the study groups grows and the ravages of forest fires come under man's control.
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